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Early Medieval Polity: Pallava Gifting  

 

     We have discussed the change in Hindu ritual which took place as a 

result of Buddhist influence on the court ritual and ideologies of would-be 

kings and emperors.  Now we will take a slightly different approach and look 

at gifting from the point of view of both traditional emphasis in Hindu polity 

and general developments in state formation during the classical and early 

medieval periods. 

 

     For this we turn to peninsular India and recent research by Nicholas 

Dirks on state formation in Tamil Country.  We focus on Tamil Country 

because this area set the pattern for much religious and political change in 

peninsular India, but also because this area has been the focus for much 

innovative and important research in the last forty years. Here we will 

examine the implications in terms of political structure of the shift in court 

ritual from the lst and 2nd centuries BC to the rise of the Chola kingdom in 

the 10th century AD. 

 

     The expansion of the Mauryan empire had resulted, as mentioned earlier, 

in processes of state formation all over the subcontinent.  In the Deccan the 

Satavahana empire began to be of major significance sometime during the 

first century BC.  Another roughly contemporary dynasty was the Cedis of 

Kalinga. When the Satavahanas colapsed sometime around the end of the 

second or the beginning of the third century AD, a number of successor 

states appeared.  Many of these appear to have previously been political 

units subordinate to the Satavahanas or one or another of their collateral 

branches. 
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      Among the Tamils, the Pallava dynasty can also be thought of as a 

successor state to the Satavahanas.  The origins of this ruling house are 

obscure, but several Indian scholars have plausibly suggested that the 

Pallavas arose in connection with the web of alliances centring on the 

Satavahanas.  According to these scholars the Pallavas emerged in or near 

the area with which they were later associated, Tontaimantalam, in what is 

now the northeastern section of Tamil Nadu.  The Pallavas played a 

prominent role in the development of political systems in south India during 

the first millenium AD. 

      

     It is characteristic of state formation in the last half of the first millenium 

BC that the Pallavas were not influenced in their choice of a royal ideology 

by their native Tamil traditions.  These we know about from the magnificent 

poetry, Sangam poetry, which we still have today and which is dated from 

the first to third centuries A.D.  The Pallavas looked outside their area to the 

greater political prestige of the successor states of the Mauryans in the 

Deccan.  The north Indian kingdoms provided the models, either Buddhist 

or Hindu, of what a powerful royal house should look like and how it should 

behave in terms of ritual and political symbolism.  The Pallavas were 

therefore influence more by the Deccan dynasties of the second century B.C. 

through to the third century A.D. than by the forms of chiefly polity 

represented in the Sangam literature.  The Sangam poems contain no 

references to the Pallavas, nor do the Pallavas refer to any of the kings 

mentioned in the poems.  The most plausible theories about the origins of 

the Pallavas suggest that they had initially been a ruler-cum-warrior group 

which had entered into subordinate relations with the Satavahanas.  The 

ritual performances of the Pallavas are better explained by looking north, 
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not south.   

      

     Since they were a southern dynasty, however, we must begin by looking 

at their immediate political environment.  The Pallava inscriptions give many 

references to battles--military confrontations with far-off hostile dynasties as 

well as nearby encounters with chieftains who resisted control.  Since the 

inscriptions themselves give us few details of the make-up and organization 

of Pallava armies, we must look to the war poems of the Sangam authors.  

Here we find that in south India there was no kin system like the Rajput 

warrior clans and lineages in north India.  North Indian military 

organization was based on this extended clan and lineage form of social 

organization.  In the Tamil Country the generals were usually Velala men, 

coming from the highest ranking agricultural caste.  Many of the warriors, 

however, came from castes and tribes which were primarily warriors, like 

the maravar and the kallar.  The Sangam poems have many references to 

the ferocity and valour of these warriors, many of whom apparently earned 

their reputation in bands of robbers and plunderers.  They were known as 

dwellers of the hills and the forests.  The poems suggest sustained and deep 

tension and hostility between these passionate hill folk and the settled 

agricultural groups. The armies of the early kings attempted to undermine 

the threat of the hill people by integrating and acculterating the hill groups 

and by using their military skills in cooperative enterprises.  The developing 

political systems in south India, then, played a powerful role in providing 

opportunities and structures for cooperative alliances among different social 

groups.  We have seen how the varna system developed as a cooperative and 

integrative social structure during the Vedic period. 

      

     In the Tamil Country, however, different social groups had strong 
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connections to their territorial bases.  This is partly because of the high 

degree of territorial segmentation in the south.  We will discuss this in more 

detail later on, but at this point we can refer to the fact that in Sangam 

poetry the poets develop five ecotypes each with its own symbolic meanings 

in the poetry.  These ecotypes, called tinnai, included the mountains, the 

forests and brushlands, the dry and barren lands, the river valleys and the 

coast.  It appears that Tamil social units were groups of people tightly 

connected to a shared locality who also, it appears, married within that 

locality.  This is in opposition to the much larger distances over which north 

Indian clansmen customarily sought their brides. 

      

     Pallava history has traditionally been divided into three periods 

according to the language of the inscriptions.  The earliest inscribed plates 

were in a language related to Sanskrit called Prakrit and have been assigned 

to the period 250-350 A.D.  The intermediary period, evidence for which has 

been found in Sanskrit plates, has been put at roughly 350-600 AD. Stone 

and copper plates in both Sanskrit and Tamil demarcate the final period 

from the beginning of the seventh century to the early tenth century.  

During this period of about 650 years, historian Nicholas Dirks argues, a 

major shift took place in Pallava polity. 

      

     I will summarize the argument first and then present evidence to 

substantiate it.  Initially in the Pallava ideology, the sovereign authority of a 

king stemmed from his performance of royal sacrifices based on Vedic 

models.  In the later Pallava period the sacrifice became less important and 

the royal house and its priests produced geneaologies which gave Pallava 

kings a divine ancestry, as a base for the sovereignty of the royal family.  

Royal gifting had always been important, but now it became a designated 
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forum for proclaiming and expressing royal authority.  These ideological 

shifts correlated with changes in the political structure of south Indian 

kingdoms, in their scope of organization, their capacity for the incorporation 

of new elites, and their support of particular families with special 

geneaologies. 

      

     The royal sacrifice was important in south Indian history from the 

beginning of the period under consideration, the 2nd century B.C.,to the 6th 

and 7th centuries A.D.  The performance of these royal sacrifices was the 

most important arena of kingly symbolism for ambitious chiefs. Through a 

royal sacrifice, the sacrificer--the person who ordered and paid for the 

sacrifice, the patron--attempted to transform both his own political identity 

and that of his domain.  He attempted to emerge from the status chief or 

princeling to a high status king who could make stronger claims on the men 

and resources of his domain.  It was through the royal sacrifices that a king 

became identified with the gods.  The codes of Manu, perhaps the most 

famous Brahminic legal text, expresses the divine identity of a king thus: "A 

king is an incarnation of the eight guardian deities of the world, the Moon, 

the Fire, the Sun, the Wind, Indra, the Lords of wealth and water (Kubera 

and Varuna) and Yama, the god of death." 

      

     The great European Sanskritist Gonda has explained the divine nature of 

a Hindu king thus: the king is a deva in the sens that he is one of a 'class of 

powerful beings, regarded as possessing supernormal facilities and as 

controlling a department of nature or activity in the human sphere.'  Hindu 

kingship, therefore, must be viewed both from the point of religious 

significance and from the point of a king's practical influence in his domain. 
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     With this in mind we can analyze the equivalence of the king with the 

eight guardian deities in terms of both his activities and descriptive, 

religious qualities, according to the ideology.  As Dirks put the case:  

 

         The king is the sun in that he is luminous, he dispells darkness, is 

splendid and majestic yet burning and scorching; he is the moon (king 

of the planets) because he is gentle, beneficent, a cause of vegetation 

and fruitfulness; he is the wind in that he is unbound, swift and 

violent; he is fire in that he is beneficent, a protector, the dispeller of 

demons, cleansing, purifying, as well as a mediator between the 

people and the gods; he is Kubera (the lord of the north) because he is 

the norm of inexhaustible weath, who is united with Rddhi 

(prosperity) and a possessor of Sri (a goddess of productivity and 

fertility); the king is Varuna in that he protects rta (the moral and 

natural order of the Vedas) and the upholder of dharma on earth, and 

of the order of the seasons and of nature; he is Yama in that he is a 

controller, a judge, a punisher, and a gatherer of people. 

 

     Perhaps most importantly the king is Indra, the god who archetypically 

represents kingship in the Vedic period.  Indra is a god of growth, vitality, 

rainfall, vegetation, fertility, in short, of energetic action in nature.  

Moreover, Indra is associated with war, and is best known for his brave 

battles against the evil powers and enemies of the gods and of mankind.  A 

king was expected to secure the prosperity of his people in an Indra-like 

manner, by regulating the powers of fertility and of nature, and by 

vanquishing the enemies of the people.  A number of ancient Indian festivals 

centring around Indra express the god's relation to fertility and prosperity. 

In the figure of Indra we find the best expression of the nature of sacrificial 
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kingship. 

      

     We will look briefly at the rajasuya, the ritual performance of the 

consecration of a king.  By its very nature the ritual created a new political 

identity for the sacrificer: in ritual the sacrificer became, in a sense, reborn, 

as a king and in that way became also identified with the world.  As the 

anthropologist Hocart wrote:  "The king at his consecration is dressed in 

robes that represent the womb and the placenta from which he is to be 

reborn.  In order to complete his identification with the world he is given a 

mace which stands for the thunderbolt (the symbol of Indra); a gold disc is 

placed on his head to represent the sun."  The Sanskritist Heesterman has 

also studied the rajasuya and notes, "...the scene of annointment is a replica 

of the universe: the king standing in the center and stretching his arms to 

the sky impersonates...the cosmic pillar; round him the priestly officiants 

are standing and confer on him his new body from the four points of the 

compass, moreover each officiant...imparts to the king the quality of one of 

the gods mentioned the annointment formula: Soma's glory, Agni's 

brilliance, etc...."  Thus the kingdom is the 'universe' of natural and moral 

relations which centre on the king in the ritual.   

 

     However, the king is not the only political focus in the ritual: chiefs and 

the major supporters of the king also have a special role in the ritual.  

Through special rituals twelve of these figures are symbolically bound to the 

king.  They are supposed to augment the power of the king.  The king, 

therefore, is not simply a king in his own right, but he is godly because he 

also incorporates the godly nature of his main supporters-- including his 

chief general, the chief priest, the royal prince, the chief queen, the 

chamberlain, the treasurer and the tax collector.  The king in his person, 
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therefore, represents the totality of the political system.  The formulation of 

the king as representing the eight guardian deities and the formulation of 

him as incorporating the chief supporters both suggest a localized, territorial 

set of relations.  The ritual expresses in religious terms the constituents of 

the authority of a king in early South Asian society and polity.  The 

asvamedha horse sacrifice expressed territoriality, but also strongly 

identified the king with the prosperity of his realm: a king was supposed to 

generate prosperity for his kingdom by generating it for himself.  He was the 

symbol of fertility and plenty who should be fertile and wealthy himself.  The 

early history of kingship in south India can be seen as a sacrificial system in 

which the role of kings was to act as ritual performers with the goal of 

generating prosperity.  In inscriptions, moreover, sacrifices were usually 

mentioned in ways which portrayed them as generating prosperity, 

manifested in the wealth and lavish gifts of the king.  For instance, mention 

of the sacrifices of the Iksvaku king in 3rd century inscriptions were 

immediately followed by phrases such as "...whose gold was great in 

quantity, the giver of hundred thousands of ploughs (refering to farm land) 

and cows and the giver of many thousands of pieces of gold."  We find these 

same themes of royalty as a symbol of plenty and as lavish in its generosity 

in Sangam poems from this period.  Obviously the Pallava royal house 

played upon popular values in the population. 

      

     Numerous Vedic sacrifices were performed by kings of the early Deccan 

states, from about 100 BC to about 250 AD.  For instance, one of the first 

Satavahana kings performed the rajasuya, two asvamedhas, and fifteen 

other kinds of Vedic sacrifices.  Sacrifices, in particular royal sacrifices such 

as the rajasuya, asvamedha and the vajapeya, were often performed at the 

commencement of a dynasty, usually after some considerable military 
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success had shown the dominant power of a king and his ruling group.  The 

descendents of a new king would continue to perform these sacrifices to 

shore up their claims to kingly status.  This was important because there 

was no independent institution for attributing divine origin to a king and his 

descendents.  Neither the genealogies nor the formal titles of a king gave 

him sacred, divine qualities.  Nor, in south India, did chiefs and kings have 

a base in a varna system as kshatriyas, which they could appeal to as a 

source for the substance of kingship.  The south Indians adopted caste 

organization, but not the varna system of caste divisions. 

      

     Sacrifice, then, was important as the defining features of sovereignty 

during this period.  In the inscriptions, kings often proclaimed their 

kingship primarily in terms of the sacrifices they performed, and secondarily 

in terms of the gifts they made, gifts which were often given as offerings for 

ritual services in the sacrifices.  Later generations of Pallava kings continued 

to base their sovereignty on the sacrifices performed by the earliest Pallavas. 

 For example, a grant of the king Visnugopavarman, probably of the late 5th 

century, begns with a formula that is found in many Pallava charters of the 

5th through the 7th centuries: 

    

          Victory has been achieved by the holy one!  From the glorious and 

victorious locality of Palakkada, at the command of Sri-

Visnugopavarma, the pious Yuvamaharaja of the Pallavas, who are the 

receptacles of the royal glory of the other kings that have been 

overcome by their [Pallava] valour, and who have prepared for 

celebration horse-sacrifices according to the proper rites.... 

 

      Gifts (danas) were usually given as offerings in the sacrificial context, 
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but they were sometimes given independently as well.  In connection with 

his many sacrifices, King Satakarni of the Satavahanas made lavish gifts, 

including villages, cows, horses and elephants.  Outside of the sacrifice, his 

successors continued liberally to grant gifts to brahmanas.  Royal gifts were 

made meaningful in terms of a conception of sovereignty which was at its 

root connected with the performance of royal sacrifices.  Not only were gifts 

often associated with sacrificial contexts, however, but they had a parallel 

religious significance.  In one Iksvaku inscription, for example, an 

endowment for the construction of a shrine is said to have the result of 

dharma.  Grants by royal personages of the Iksvakus are said to effect the 

attainment of welfare, happiness and bliss for the individual donors and for 

the world.  In Pallava inscrioptions of the early period, gifts are accompanied 

by phrases which refer to them as "means of the increase of the merit, 

longevity, power, and fame of the /Pallava/ family and race."   

 

     During this period, however, the inscriptions suggest that gifts of major 

political significance were only made by members of royal families, men and 

women, daughters and wives.  The benefits of the Pallava gifts are said to 

accrue only to the family of the Pallavas.  It was through the sacrifice that 

first, the Pallava family became kingly, then, second, they were in a position 

to bestow royal gifts. 

     The administrative character of the early Pallava period for the most part 

appears not to have been very complex, and it was relatively small-scale in 

its range of activities.  There were "chiefly" types in the system--people with 

considerable local power and influence--but their importance in the formal 

structure of rule was not yet major, nor were they consistently singled out in 

inscriptions.  The sharing of royal sovereignty--illustrated both by the 

rhetoric of the inscriptions and by the capacity to give royal gifts--was 
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apparently limited to kin related both by blood and marriage to the 

sacrificial king.  The political system, however, was to develop new styles of 

incorporation with new actors. 

      

     The transformation of Pallava kingship had primarily to do with a change 

in the conception of what constituted sovereignty.  In the late 7th century 

two incriptions proclaimed that the Pallava kings traced their descent from 

Brahman, Brihaspati, Drona (from the Mahabhartha), and other divine 

characters.  The shift was not abrupt since both the issuers of these two 

grants, two Pallava kings, issued other grants as well which were much 

more like the earlier charters in their general style of composition and in 

their references to Pallava sacrfices.  But the trend was firmly established 

with the accession of Nandivarman Pallavamalla around 731 AD, after 

which no grants of the earlier style have been found. 

      

    References to the performances of royal sacrifices did not appear in 

inscriptions which began with these mythical charters.  Instead the claim to 

sovereignty of the Pallava line was based on divine origin and on 

identification with the great figures of their ancestral past.  The various 

Pallava kings were given names such as su-racita, the source of prosperity, 

and they were described as luminous with splendour, full of learning, 

endowed with noble conduct and so on. 

     

    The Pallava kings continued to describe themselves as munificent givers.  

However, the kings no longer identified the particular purpose of each grant, 

as they did earlier when the proclaimed that the gifts would add to the 

welfare, merit, and general prosperity of their lineage and family.  Rather, 

their welfare and prosperity was asserted to come principally from their 
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divine origin and their inherent noble conduct.  The particular grant now 

appeared more as an expression of their sovereignty than as the generative 

principle of it, and yet as an expression it was still thought to promote 

prosperity. 

 

     Because of this the royal dana took on a new and different character.  It 

was no longer a natural extension of the sacrificial system, in which the 

dana was either given as a kind of payment for ritual services or in the 

identifying framework of the sacrifice.  Rather, the gift itself became an 

expression of sovereignty, in which the endowed institution or individuals 

became themselves expressions of sovereignty.  The identification of a king 

with his gift was not new, but the system of equivalences was expressed in a 

new way, in terms of a new conception of sovereignty. 

      

     This conception was associated with the new importance of shrines from 

about 400 AD and their evolution into larger and more complex temple 

structures.  These temples developed a symbolic structure which gave them 

something of the religious and cosmic significance of sacrifices.  For 

example, the central purifying ritual of temples--signifying their rebirth--

consists of an annointment of the temple towers, paralleling the 

annointment of the king in the rajasuya sacrifice.  The temple expressed the 

authority of the ruling divinity, since, as we have seen, the major gods were 

kings themselves.  The title of a temple-donor is yajamana, the same title as 

that assumed by a sacrificer.  The temple, like the sacrifice, created 

prosperity; however, the gift of a temple or of a brahmadeya (endowment for 

the support of brahmins) did not confer sovereignty in the sense that the 

performance of a royal sacrifice had. 
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     The Pallava charters attained their fullest expression during the reign of 

Nandivarman Pallavamalla (c. 731-796).  In two of his important charters, 

Visnu appears as the primordial ancestor of the Pallava race, whereas before 

they had begun with Brahma.  In one set of plates, the genealogy begins 

with a statement of adoration to Sri, wife of Vishnu and goddess of 

prosperity.  The full genealogy (vamsa) begins: 

"First from the lotus which rose from the navel of Visnu, was born the 

creator, whose origin is in the supreme Brahman; who is self-existent; who 

fully knowns the meanings of the sacred texts; (and) who has performed the 

creation of the whole world."   From there the genealogy proceeds to identify 

six gods who are indicated to be the ancestors of the present king.  These 

are followed by the first and glorious Pallava king who gave his name to the 

line.  This Pallava, though “born” from a race of brahmans is said to possess 

"in the highest degree the valour [heroism] of the kshatriyas."  The Tamils 

had not adopted the kshatriya varna category, but it gave the Pallavas extra 

prestige to assert that they were as brave a kshatriyas. 

      

     One Pallava plate from this period begins thus: 

"Hail! Prosperity! Let that body of the husband of Sri (Visnu) which is 

resplendent with the kaustabha jewel on its chest and which with a 

hundred marakata-like arms is lying on the ocean, resembling a collection of 

clouds lustrous with the interspersed lightning and settling on the waters of 

the ocean...grant you welfare."  Some plates invoked Brahma and Siva as 

well. 

      

     The sacrificial world-view was replaced by one that might in general 

terms be characterized as Puranic, called after the popular literature of the 

classical period which contained stories of the great gods, focussing on 
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Shiva, Visnu and Krishna and their wives.   

      

     In this new world-view Visnu and sometimes Siva replaced Indra and the 

other Vedic gods, particularly with respect to kingship.  In the Vedic 

literature Vishnu had been the friend and assistant of Indra, but in the 

later, puranic texts, he assumed a superior position becoming the typical 

fighter of the gods.  Since human kings were also supposed to be warriors, 

in later times it was Visnu who in the royal ideology maintained close 

relations with earthly royals.  "Visnu [had always been]...considered a 

protector who rendered services of the utmost importance to gods and men 

and [was] regarded as being invincible."  This rendered him fit for royal 

ideology, since the human king was first and foremost a protector of his 

kingdom and its potential for prosperity.  In the latter connection, "Visnu 

was, often in cooperation with other gods, intent on promoting the processes 

and maintaining the phenomena connected with vegetation...and fertility, 

with the means of supporting life and with the continuance of the human 

race in general." Visnu was also perceived as all pervasive and in this 

manner represented the wide conquests which the Pallavas boasted of in 

their inscriptions. 

      

     Thus it is not coincidental that Visnu is closely associated with the 

period that witnessed the growing consolidation by the Pallavas of a trans-

regional system of kingship, the most extensive system yet developed in 

south India.  The Vedic notions of 'incorporative' kingship evolved into new 

forms and the new basis of sovereignty for the later Pallavas can better be 

characterized in terms of the development of relations of "shared 

sovereignty" between Pallava kings and local chieftains. 
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     The primary constitutive ritual of the early south Indian kingdoms had 

been the sacrifice.  In the later period, the ritual of the royal dana became 

primary.  It represented the arena in which authority and authoritative 

relations were constituted in reference to the newely developed theory of 

divine origin. 

      

     First, royal danas provided public occasions for the composition of 

hymns of praise which inscribed the genealogical legacy of the kings--their 

inherited divine nature--and described their particular exploits, particularly 

their conquests.  Secondly, unlike earlier grants where the supporters of the 

king had been classified but not named, in the late seventh century, certain 

persons were praised for their own qualities and identified by their personal 

constituencies as local big men or chiefs.The first examples of this had to do 

with the category of ajnapti (executor), which had previously been one of a 

number of intermediary titles.  In grants of the late seventh century, the 

ajnapti was singled out as the major category or title for officials who were 

vitally concerned with the execution of the grant at the level of mediation 

between the court and the village.  In a grant of Paramesvarman I, of about 

680 AD the ajnapti was identified as the ruler of a particular group of 

villages.  And a grant of Pallava Narasimhavarman of about 700 AD, the 

ajnapti was called Isvara (lord) of Nandakurra and was said to equal 

Rajaditya in valour. 

     Perhaps more importantly an altogether new category appeared that of 

vijnapti (petitioner).  In plates of Paramesvaravarman I (about 669-690 AD) a 

gift of land to support Brahmins (brahmadeya) was made by the king at the 

request of someone who is identified, after his name, as "the lord of the 

Pallavas."  There is also mention of the ajnapti who executed the terms of 

the grant.  What is important about this grant is that a lord of the kingdom, 
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apparently not of the Pallava lineage, participated in the making of the grant 

in more than an executive capacity: in this and later grants, the vijnapti 

provided the impetus for gift giving. 

        

     In a later inscription that vijnapti is one Brahmasriraja who is fully 

described as:  

         famous but modest, handsome and long-lived, of soft speech and the 

best of men; who just as Brihaspati is the minister of Indra the lord of 

heaven, … is the chief of the handsome Nandin (the Pallava king), the 

lord of the earth and chief of the Pallavas; who is refined both by 

nature and through education; who is the first of the wise, firm and 

brave; who possesses the full splendour of the Brahmana and 

Kastriya castes and a loyalty to the glorious Nandin, which does not 

cease as long as the moon and the stars endure; who supports his 

family; who is the chief of his family; who is an eldest son; who 

resembles the moon in beauty; who excels in all virtues; and who is 

an eldest grandson. 

 

     In another set of plates from Nandivarman's reign, the petitioner was the 

king's chief general and fighter of many battles surrounding the king's 

accession to the throne.  Another set of plates names a petitioner and 

describes him in Sanskrit as the lord of the district of Mangala.  He had 

requested an endowment for the Brahman residents of a village and he is 

praised.  First praised is the king Nandivarman, the local lord is set in 

relation to him: 

         The servant of this king Nandivarman who was the storehouse of 

austerity and virtue, who was heroic, highly distinguished, respected 

by the good, whose wealth was honour, whose spreading fame 
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enveloped the interior of all quarters, and in whom ...the name /lord 

of Mangaladistrict/ became well known, he gave a group of Brahmans 

their desired object, having repeatedly petitioned the king. 

 

     These statements of praise suggest that these personages represented an 

order of magnitude previously embodied only in the king and his family.  

The expansion of the political system was such that the king was now able 

to establish relations with classes of persons who either did not exist 

before or who had previously been either rivals or allies.  These chiefs are 

said to be independently virtuous and deserving of honour.  They received 

honour by participating in the granting of royal danas, and in that capacity 

they entered into relations with the Pallava king based on "shared 

sovereignty."  That is, they became active and apparently necessary 

participants in the central royal ritual.  The sovereignty of the Pallavas 

which was based on their divine origin was shared with the chieftains who 

embodied similar virtues on a lesser scale.  It is in this capacity that the 

ritual of the royal dana proclaimed the basis of sovereignty and then, by 

sharing the royal qualities and privileges of that sovereignty, established 

authoritative relations with loyal subordinates.   

      

     The set of relations established during the late seventh and eighth 

centuries continued to exist through to the end of Pallava rule.  In a late 

plate dated around 867 AD, the earlier pattern was replicated.  The vijnapti 

in this grant was a man named Martantan who was described thus: "a 

descendant of the family of Kuru /a Vedic lineage/ and intent on affording 

refuge to his subjects.  An ornament to the world like the moon and 

resembling the ocean in profundity, ... this ruler of men became the resort of 

the people by protecting the people as if he were the sun.  Therefore the 
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surname Nilaitangi (the support of the world) was as suitable to this ruler as 

a...god."  The chief had many of the attributes of the Pallava kings 

themselves and was even likened to a god.  He had petitioned for the right to 

give the grant, albeit in the king's name. 

      

     The inclusion of both a new level in the political system and a new type 

of relationship between the chiefs and the king represents the expansion of 

a regional system to a trans-regional system.  This new system included 

chiefs who were themselves ritual actors with their own following of 

supporters.  The new system of sovereignty, associated as it was with the 

universalism of Visnu and the divine basis of the royal family's privileges 

and honor, was well-suited to accommodate the larger political system. 

      

     As more and more networks of chieftains and their subjects became tied 

to the Pallava king, new ruling institutions spread, adding to the depth and 

scale of the central polity.  Temples were becoming increasingly important 

politically as institutions with constituencies--dependents and worshippers--

and with organizing capacities.  They were also important as symbolic 

centres in which the growth of worship was responsible for transmitting new 

cultural and mythological concepts and symbols to larger and larger groups 

of people.  Temple worship was overshadowing Vedic practices and replacing 

them with news codifications of rules for worship.  The recognition and new 

identities which participants gained by their participation in temple ritual 

was becoming more important perhaps than the benefits from sacrificial 

performances.  Furthermore, as we shall see later, temples came to play an 

increasingly important role in the attempts of warrior families to achieve 

royal status and then, to keep it.  Temple worship, by becoming linked to 

kingly ambitions, became as well a way to incorporate groups of more 
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ordinary people into the royal cults of south India.  The claim of divine origin 

for the king made it possible for him to be worshipped as the other Puranic 

deities were being worshipped in temples.  As the Sanskritist Gonda has 

remarked, "the honor shown to a soveriegn is, ...[in this period] in many 

respects similar to the marks of veneration [adoration and worship] 

conferred on the images of the gods."  In fact, as we shall see later, in Tamil 

the word for temple means the place of the king, koyil. 

      

     It is important to mention also the importance of brahmadeyas, 

settlements of Brahmins.  In later Pallava times, brahmadeya settlements 

began to develop the social characteristics--in terms of both internal 

organization and cultural influence--which would make them important in 

the further development of caste society and religious learning in the Chola 

period which began in the l0th century.  Brahmans acted as the ritual 

specialists of temple worship in addition to carrying on their role as 

domestic ritualists, carrying out ceremonies in the homes of high status 

non-Brahman castes.  Brahmans developed a series of alliances with 

dominant agrarian groups during this period and participated in the 

governing assemblies in localities.  The gift of a brahmadeya was the highest 

status gift of the kingdom.  Whether gifted by the king himself or by a 

chieftain, the brahmadeya had a very special importance. The right to earn 

merit from its gifting was a highly valued resource in the kingdom.  The 

usual procedure for endowing a brahmadeya consisted of the allocation of a 

plot of land and the redirection of royal cesses (a certain portion of the crop 

and the services that were owed to the king) to Brahmins.  The village 

headman in the settlement would walk around the plot of land with the 

royal order held over his head at the time which the details of the grant were 

released.  
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     In fact, the expansion of the political system cannot be discussed without 

reference to the full system of transactions revolving around the king.  Very 

few of the royal cesses mentioned in the inscriptions seem actually to have 

found the way to the central court of the king.  One finds in the inscriptions 

increasing numbers of tax-exempt Brahmin land settlements, temples and 

temple land, and their accompanying corporate institutions.  One finds as 

well seemingly greater numbers of important people who held villages with 

some sort of tax-free status. One has to keep in mind that the possibilities 

for complex socio economic organization and fertile agriculture were limited 

to relatively small riverine and coastal areas.  Records of local provision for 

other "intermediary" recipients of the king's generosity, such as warriors in 

some way connected with the centre, further suggests a large drain on royal 

revenues.        

 A consideration of the inscriptional evidence over time suggests an 

increasing expansion of this system of transactions.  But, even as 

penetration from the center to periphery became more pronounced, 

decentralizing developments also took place.  More and more intermediaries 

rose in the system--persons who had local followers and dependents and 

who had control over local institutions such as temples and locality 

assemblies.  However, because of the mechanism of shared sovereignty in 

political relationships it was possible for the political system to expend as a 

single cultural entity.  These relations with the central king were apparently 

highly valued and mutually advantageous.  Otherwise, we could not explain 

the stability of the Pallavas and their extraordinary capacity to just remain 

as a flourishing dynasty.  The forms of royal relations established under the 

later Pallavas functioned as adaptive institutions and were well-suited to 

accommodate the growing scale and complexity of the political system. 


